Cyberinc - an Aurionpro company provides products,
solutions and services that help enterprises secure
their digital business. We help enterprises modernize
their IAM systems. Our industry leading product
IslaTM can help achieve 100% freedom from
web-based malware threats.

Our Offerings
IslaTM -Web Malware
Isolation

IAM-Identity and
Access Management

Isla is a web malware isolation system that
prevents all untrusted web code, and web
malware from entering the corporate network,
while delivering a familiar end user experience.

Identity
Governance

Breadth of Coverage
Protecting all corporate endpoints
including Windows, Mac and Linux

Fine-grained
Entitlements
& Authorization

Unmatched Protection
100% protection against web
borne malware

API Security
Services

Ease of Use
Protecting endpoints from advanced
malware is as simple as installing
an appliance

Directories
and Access
Management

Advisory
Services
Implementation
Services
Managed
Services

Why Cyberinc

Over 100 million
Identities secured

www.cyberinc.com

100% web-freedom
guaranteed

Over 20 years 500+ projects
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Success Stories
IslaTM
Whiskytree - a content creation firm specialized in production and computer graphics.
Whiskytree deployed Isla to meet their stringent security requirements mandated by their
clients; and to provide a secure web browsing experience, similar to any other browser.

Results
Isla deployment helped provide same experience like any other web browser
Helped meet all the tough security protocols mandated by their clients
Created a secure environment to ensure safety of intellectual property

IAM
Designed and built an
end-to-end security solution
for a leading banking
consortium that facilitated
secure information
exchange between
producers and consumers
as part of the KYC effort

For a global leader in
Ratings, we designed and
built a comprehensive
platform to help manage
the lifecycle of user access
for applications to meet
regulatory requirements

Worked in implementing
and maintaining
Provisioning, Custom
authentication framework
based on Kerberos and
fine-grained authorization
solution for applications at
a leading British Bank

Partners
Collaborations focused on empowering secure digital transformation

Corporate Headquarters
Cyberinc
4000 Executive Parkway, Suite 250
San Ramon, CA 94583
For more information mail us at
info@cyberinc.com
www.cyberinc.com

Ofﬁces
North America

Australia

UK & Europe

Middle East

APAC

India
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